
Visual Manna Third Annual Art Competition 

There are two topics to choose from this year.  Both topics make a wonderful art 

study for your students.  The first topic is showing peace visually as in “The 

Peaceable Kingdom,” by Edward Hicks and “The Holy Mountain” by the African 

American artist Horace Pippen.  These men were great American artists and 

wanted to see peace and so showed it visually. For excellent FREE online art 

lessons go to The Homeschool Forum by Rainbow Resources: 

https://tinyurl.com/7umw4x9t   

This picture is by the great American folk artist Edward Hicks called “The 

Peaceable Kingdom.” He did 62 versions of this picture. He used the Bible verses 

Isaiah 11: 1-9. He wanted to see peace between the settlers and the Indians. Can 

you bring this idea to modern day?  How could you show that you wanted to see 

peace in a visual image?     

 

 

https://tinyurl.com/7umw4x9t


Another version of The Peaceable Kingdom was done by the great African 

American folk artist Horace Pippin.  Growing up in the African Methodist 

Episcopal Church, Pippin had early exposure to illustrations from the Bible 

and hymnals. In “Holy Mountain,” I was inspired by the prophecy of a 

“Peaceable Kingdom” in the book of Isaiah, which describes a paradise 

where all creatures will live in harmony. While the foreground depicts 

predators and prey laying together in accordance to scripture, the 

background reveals threatening soldiers prowling the forest next to a 

graveyard.  He was a World War 1 decorated war hero. 

 

To create what you want to see in a peaceable kingdom, think of 

different animals and different kinds of people.  What would be the 

best way to express this?  

 



THE FOUR FREEDOMS 

This second topic we have decided to choose is “The Four Freedoms.”  What 

would this look like in a modern picture? 

Here is some history on the topic:  

The Four Freedoms is a series of four 1943 oil paintings by the American 

illustrator Norman Rockwell.   The paintings are called, Freedom of 

Speech, Freedom of Worship, Freedom from Want, and Freedom from 

Fear. 

 

The picture above is called “Freedom of Speech.”  What do you notice about this 

picture that is similar to what you might see today?  What is different from what 

you see today?  What is the center of interest?  What would “Freedom of Speech” 

look like today? 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Freedom_of_Speech_(painting)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Freedom_of_Speech_(painting)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Freedom_of_Worship_(painting)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Freedom_from_Want_(painting)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Freedom_from_Fear_(painting)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Freedom_from_Fear_(painting)


 

The picture above is called “Freedom of Worship.”  What might this look like 

today?  This picture was done around the time of World War II.  What face do you 

look at first in the picture above?  How might this look different today? 

 

 



 

Franklin Roosevelt, in a famous State of the Union address, said that these two 

pictures were also freedoms.  Americans should have “Freedom from Want” and 

“Freedom from Fear.”  What is the center of interest in these pictures?  What 

might these concepts look like in America of 2021?  It is exciting to study these 

wonderful works of art and come up with how the same concept might look 

today.  

The exhibition of these paintings and accompanying sales drives of war 

bonds raised over $132 million for World War II.   

Of the Four Freedoms, the only two described in the United States 

Constitution were freedom of speech and freedom of worship 

Art Competition Rules 

December 15, 2021 is the deadline to enter the Visual Manna Art Competition.   Email pictures of your 

entry to visualmanna@gmail.com. 200 dollars grand prize for best in show!   Each category has a $100  

dollar first place prize.   Each category has two honorable mentions.  Categories Grades K-2, Grades 3-9,  

and Grades 10-12  

This is a perfect time to stay in and have fun with art. Who can enter? Students can enter on their own, 

through their school, homeschool, or art studio. 

 1. Students must be in grades K-12 and reside in the United States. 

 2. Enter any art that can have a still digital image (painting, sculpture, drawing, collage, etc.) The theme 

must be “The Four Freedoms” or “The Peaceable Kingdom.”  



 3. Must enter online. Do not mail art as it will not be entered in the contest or returned. 

 4. The subject of the digital image must be created by the artist. This is not a photography contest. 

 5. Please do not enter art from copyrighted sources such as pictures originated from Disney, Marvel, DC 

Comics, and Pixar. We do not catch them all. but we try to filter out celebrity images that may have 

originated from a copyrighted photo.  

By entering the competition, you agree that the work belongs to you and is original. Visual Manna has 

the right to use your image. but you retain the work of art and the copyright. Use a resolution camera; 2 

megapixels or more is suggested. Use indirect light and make sure your image is not blurry. Take your 

photograph as straight on as possible. Your artwork must be submitted in digital form. Your name, 

address, age, and grade need to be included.   If you are not of age 18 or older, we must have a letter of 

permission from a parent for entrance in the competition and that Visual Manna has permission to use 

the picture.   


